just like a grizzly ot little. Rodman was so emphatic
with the reminder that there was more than possibility
and in the speech.

Holden says the people "I'd be happy to support the bill
if they "I did not pronounce it. Rodman said in his speech
in the afternoon that could not be done. Mr. "Ive "Ive
was this. But my own (I cannot take a long time). I wrote
I had known it when I wrote my letter. "Ive said.
"Breath told me) that Rodman stated and was the word for
"intensity." I encouraged myself it was even to hold on. I

"Ive said he cannot help to hear them talk. The says he
is pretty well satisfied that the game is up, but their
affiliated societies feel him with disgust. I told him
he had heard all Preston said. He would have been
more certain. Hears chapel his doubts together
with expectations which he spoke of Rodman's speech
"Inaugural Speech". "Ive said prepared for
his inaugural. (Mrs. "Ive thought 60 at the idea.
"Inaugural," saying there was a high learning thought
"such a thing except in Ohio) was all he have
read in the papers. Mrs. "Ive says it was simpleminded
heghalutin & common place. Holden went up to
him & congratulated him! Rodman said ask a
word: By the way Judge R. sent me a very polite
message wanted to call, but having been so few hours
he had not been to. I told Mr. "Ive the "Stickles" was
some beautifully written & had more sound clear sense.